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Project description:

• Cubicles & vanity units
• Flooring
• Wall tiles
• Warm air hand dryers
• Ceiling
• Lighting
• Accessories

This National Highways Operator approached us
with a dilemma. Their toilet accommodation was
cramped, looking tired and didn’t portray the smart
contemporary image of the building it inhabited.
With careful re-planning, more circulation space
was created and the rooms brightened with
upgraded lighting and the use of lighter materials.

The result? A luxury washroom refurbishment with
stunning visual effect and a very satisfied customer.

Cherry and maple were used as contrasting wood
finishes to comply with DDA requirements whilst

giving a high class appearance.

Large format porcelain floor tiles give a prestigious
but easy clean finish.

Lighting is a key element in washroom fit outs. With
the use of direct and indirect light fittings, coupled
with energy efficient lamps, the desired effect was

acheived.

Movement sensors have been installed to give
further energy savings together with improved

hygiene and operational efficiency.

One of the problems regularly encountered in
washrooms is a lack of good lighting. This was

rectified with the use of direct and in-direct energy
efficient lighting, controlled by movement sensors

for further energy savings.



Matching vanity basins were installed with a
large mirror and striking mosaic tiles. High
quality stainless steel soap, paper towel and
toilet paper dispensers were specified.

Dyson Airblade hand dryers are at the cutting
edge of technology. The customer wants to
cut down the use of paper towels and this is
part of the plan. These hand dryers are
guaranteed to dry your hands in 10 seconds
and are a far cry from the old noisy electric
hand dryers.

Maximum use has been made of the limited
space available to create a bright and airy

space. Detailed consideration has been given
to concealing all services to create an easy

clean maintenance free finish.






